
SQA 2020 - 21
Current Developments



u SQA Course Presentation Levels 
Recommendations
u A letter will be emailed to all parent/carers next week which details 

the presentation level currently recorded for their child, in each of 
their SQA courses.

u Accompanying this summary will be a teacher recommendation 
regarding whether they feel a change to presentation level is 
required.

u The letter will ask all the parents to consider the recommendations 
over the Easter holiday and then respond by Wednesday 21 April if 
they wish to discuss or go against any of suggested changes.

u Following Wednesday 21 April, our administration team will then 
begin to work through the recommendations, making any necessary 
changes with the SQA, ahead of the SQA presentation level deadline 
of Tuesday 30 April.



uAssessment Planning
Last month I shared the following:

u Planning continues as to how assessments will be managed on our return to physical 
schooling – This continues to be the case.  More to follow this evening.

u The initial focus when senior students return will be to consolidate learning – This has been 
hampered by the SG’s phased return key considerations.

u Given the revised submission date and First Minister’s announcement today it is ‘likely’
that assessments will be carried out following the return from Easter break and 
throughout May – Given it has not been possible to have all senior students in school, everyday since 15 March, any 
assessment schedule will have to start slightly later.

u Assessments will likely be mostly class based with some extended assessments in subjects 
where this is required or desirable – I will present some considerations regarding this tonight.

u The hope would be to have a detailed assessment schedule with students and parents, 
before the Easter break - This is still the timeline I am working towards.



u Students return from Easter break and follow their timetable, attending their 
subjects as normal.

u A short amount of time would be spent consolidating learning and finishing 
any outstanding (or required) course coverage.

u A diet of in class assessments would then begin, in the early stages of May and 
would continue throughout the month of May.

u When not sitting assessments, students would be revising for assessments, in 
their classes.

u For any given course, students would likely be sitting anywhere between two 
and six individual assessments, for each of their SQA courses.

u During the assessment period, on any given day, students would attend some 
of their classes to complete revision and then other periods would be sitting 
assessments.

u Assessments would be spaced out as much as possible, but days where 
students had to sit more than one assessment, would be unavoidable.

u Some (mainly practical) subjects would have to sit extended assessments as is 
the SQA requirement, for their courses.

Period-by-Period Assessment Model



u Pros
u All students’ attendance at school would be continual throughout May and (likely) early June.

u Overall course assessments would be broken up in a way that students would only have to sit 
assessments of up to one hour, in any one sitting, for the most part.

u Cons

u Very difficult to timetable in a way that ensures no given student would be overly assessed on 
any given day or week, especially for S4 students.

u Difficult to maintain the security of assessment papers, as not all students in any given course 
would sit course assessments at the same time.

u Students would be expected to be studying for the subject they are attending, not an 
assessment they have later in the day.

u This mode of assessment has implications in some subjects on the overall grade cut-offs, as 
detailed by the SQA.

u With all school students in attendance, there are concerns regarding the logistics and rooming 
requirements, especially for candidates with alternative assessment arrangements.

Period-by-Period Assessment Model



u Students return from Easter break and follow their timetable, attending their 
subjects as normal.

u A short amount of time would be spent consolidating learning and finishing 
any outstanding (or required) course coverage.

u Once this was completed, a time of teacher led revision and practice 
assessments would begin.

u On Monday 10 May, a diet of formal extended assessments would begin and 
run until Friday 28 May.

u During this time, students would attend when they have organised 
assessments but otherwise, could choose to revise from home, or in school.

u For any given course, students would mostly be sitting one or two 
assessments, but for longer periods of time.

u An assessment diet would be devised to allow candidates to (mostly) sit only 
one exam on any given day, although there would be some exceptions.

Formal Assessment Diet



u Pros

u Less chance of any given student being overwhelmed by assessment in any given day or week.

u Assessments would better reflect the normal SQA assessment diet.

u In many courses, this mode of assessment would generate more reliable predictive evidence.

u The security of the content of any given assessment is more controlled, as all candidates sit the 
course assessment at one time.

u Managing the logistics around students with alternative assessment arrangements is easier.

u Cons

u To run the logistics of a formal diet, we need to free up classroom space, meaning student 
exam leave is necessary.

Formal Assessment Diet


